MacDonald on Latino education

Un de rstanding the
Sexual Violence Guide
to prevent issues of sexual misconduct and sexual assault. "A
behavior can be stopped if someone intervenes," Breau reminded
On Thursday, Sept. 27, Direc- the audience.
tor of Gender and Sexual DiverJohnston also reminded the
sity Programs Andrea Breau and students that the size of the
Dean
of
Stucampus
can be a useful tool in
Senior Associate .
dents Paul Johnston gave a speech prevention. "This is a relatively
titled, "Making a Difference: small campus and if you see
Your Role in Sexual Violence someone who looks like they
Prevention at Colby." The goal of are in a bad situation, go up and
this speech was to walk students introduce yourself....Now you
presumably know
through the newly
their name...and
updated Guide to
you can get a
Eradicating, Unsense of the situaderstanding, and
tion," he said.
Responding
to
The speakers
Sexual Violence
also talked about
and to emphasize
the process of resteps that can be
porting incidents
taken to make
at the College
campus safer.
and the steps that
As it is within
can be taken in
the purview of her
terms of giving
Breau
position,
students options.
helped to redesign
They also spoke
the guide. Johnof the times when
ston was also a
staff are obliged
major contribuAndrea Breau to report informator, as he plays a
Director of Gender and tion. The College
major role on the
Sexual Diversity Programs must notify the
administrative
Waterville
Poside when sexual
_
lice Department
misconduct
oc(WPD) when they
curs and therefore
knows the procedures and knew become aware of an instance of
sexual assault or rape.
what needed to be fixed.
In reference to this, they spoke
Administrators updated the
booklet in order to increase the about the difference between
amount of information available confidentiality and privacy. Colto students, help them understand lege administrators will respect
what is against College rules by students' privacy and protect the
definingthe different terms and to information, but they are obliencourage more conversations to gated to report it to WPD. The
occur. Breau believes that increas- administrators on campus with
ing discussion is essential. "I think whom students have full confia huge part of sexual violence is dentiality with are Counseling
[that], if we don't think about it, Services, the Health Center and
we feel safer, which is why we the Chaplains Office.
Breau wanted
don't always talk
everyone to reabout it.
member that the
Consent
was
goal of reporting
one of the main
incidents is to help
definitions
fofix the problems
cused on during
of sexual assault.
this talk. Accord"Reporting
is
ing to Breau,
not to punish the
"At the core of
person who this
protection] from
has happened to,
sexual assault is
but the goal is to
consent, which is
make a safer comwhat we need to
munity, not just at
look at as a comColby, but nationmunity." She also
made the distincally," she said.
The newly uption between not
dated guide was
saying anything
distributed in stuversus
saying
"yes," in terms of consent. "Si- dents' campus mailboxes this fall
lence doesn't count as consent," and is also available online. There
will likely be more updates in the
she said.
Another aspect that the talk fo- future, but as of now, this guide
cused on was the ways in which is a start to providing information
the College community can work and creating conversations.
By KYLIE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

At the core of
protection]
from sexual
assault is
consent
which is what
we need to
look at as a
community
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University of Maryland Associate Professor of Education Victoria Maria MacDonald detailed the history of Latino education in America.
By THALIA GIRALDO
NEWS STAFF

In honor of Latino Heritage
Month, University of Maryland
Associate Professor of Education
Dr. Victoria Maria MacDonald
presented a talk titled "Latino
Education in the United States"
on Monday, Oct. 1 in the Pugh.
Center. Her talk was based on her
previously-banned book of the
same name.
MacDonald is of both Colombian and Scottish descent.
Growing up biracial in Long
Island and Maryland exposed
her to two different worlds
she would not otherwise have
been able to see. When she
was growing up, she and her
brothers were the only Spanish-speaking children in their
public schools. She was often
excluded from the social group
of "American" girls who did
not look like her with their
blonde hair and blue eyes , she
said. Meanwhile , she and her
family questioned why Latino
history was not mentioned in
schools ' curriculum.
Thus , her book and talk was
"desi gned to fill a large gap in
our knowledge and a personal
labor of love to integrate the

lived experience of Latinos ' educational experiences with the
American historical record ,"
MacDonald said.
MacDonald discussed the complex and sometimes criticized definitions of terminologies referring
to people from Latin America.
For instance, the term "Hispanic"
was created by
the United States
government in the
1970s to characterize people from
Latin America but
is criticized for
the emphasis on
the Spanish while
leaving out Native Americans.
Therefore, some
prefer the term
"Latino."
Furthermore ,
she raised the
issue that has
made headlines
and
dominated
front pages: the
nation 's growing
Hispanic population is expected to be a new
majority by 2050. "How do you
feel? The United States has never
had a white minority," MacDonald asked. She told the audience
that America has been accus-

tomed to African-Americans
being the minority, and "the notion of being out numbered has
always had a negative impact."
Relating to that issue, she posed
the question, "What is going to
be our power struggle?"
In an attempt to fill in the gap
in our knowledge about Latino
history, MacDonald introduced a
term many audience
members
were unfamiliar
with: Juan Crow
laws. Similar to
Jim Crow laws,
Juan Crow laws
are policies, institutions or social
customs that exclude and exploit
Latinos. MacDonald mentioned that
in Texas, similar to
the "No Irish Need
Apply" signs of
the late 19th century, signs read
"We Serve Whites
Only. No Spanish or Mexican." Latinos were
also encouraged to go to separate schools and live away from
whites. Moreover, Latinos were
punished by teachers for being
caught speaking Spanish in and

outside the classroom. "For any
group, it is not only a story of victimization, but a story of fighting
back," MacDonald said.
As a result, Latinos formed
groups similar to the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP). Their
organization is the League of
United Latin American Citizens
(LULCAC). This group brought
up lawsuits against segregation,
built businesses and furthered
their education to increase their
chances of being heard in a predominantly white society.
Today, Latinos are continuing
to reach towards a higher education. MacDonald acknowledges
the difficulties in that goal, especially in the "anti-intelligent"
communities where some of
these students reside. The people
who live in these places frown
upon intelligence.
MacDonald suggested a way
to encourage more Latino students to attend prestigious colleges and universities. "Fouryear schools should capitalize
on being private , having large
endowments and offering support groups for Latino students. It is not the school itself
that makes the school , it is the
community inside it ," MacDonald said.

In an interview with CBS
This Morning, Wuerker explained that his interest in political cartoons started in junior
high. The subject matter of his
first cartoon was the Vietnam
War, a topic of political debate
for the country. Wuerker 's focus is still political issues and
his inspiration for his numerous editorial cartoons comes
from a variety of sources including Sports Illustrated and
Twitter posts.
Paul Conrad , a fellow recip ient of the Pulitzer Prize ,
was a political cartoonist during the Vietnam War and also
served as a source of inspiration for Wuerker. Conrad's
ability to execute the combination of art and politics led
to his roster spot on Richard
Nixon 's enemy list. Although
Wuerker 's art provokes reactions from his readers , he does
not intend to harm but rather
provoke conversation.
News Channel 8 also interviewed Wuerker who explained
his appeal to political cartooning. "A really good joke will cut
through and get people no mat-

ter which side of the aisle they
are on. I (ike the ready funny
stuff because people are disarmed by humor," Wuerker said.
His work as an editorial cartoonist has won him such honors as the Herblock prize and
the Berryman award, but his
most notable award to date is
the 2012 Pulitzer Prize. He is

Politico 's first recipient of the
Pulitzer Prize and his recognition makes Politico one of two
online news services to receive
this caliber of acknowledgment.
Wuerker will conduct a cartooning workshop the day of his
presentation in Diamond 122 at
3:30 p.m. Anyone who is interested is welcome to attend.

Similar to Jim
Crow laws,
Juan Crow
laws are
policies,
institutions or
social customs
that exclude
and exploit
Latinos.

Politico cartoonist to speak

Prize-winning
artist to share
and discuss work
By CHRISTINA DAMON
NEWS STAFF

The Goldfarb Center will
welcome Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist Matt Wuerker
to campus Wednesday, Oct.
10 in Diamond 122 at 7 p.m.
Wuerker is an editorial cartoonist who currently writes
for Politico.
Established in 2007 , and
based out of Arlington , Virg.,
Politico focuses on national
politics. In addition to Politico , Wuerker 's cartoons are
published in newspapers and
magazines such as The Washington Post , The Smithsonian ,
The Los Angeles Times and
The American Prospect.
Wuerker creates his art
through the mediums of pen , ink
and watercolor, and he is praised
for his ability to produce humorous images while highlighting
critical political topics.

COURTESY OF WASHINGTON COLLEGE

Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist Matt Wuerher will speak on Oct. 10

Breau wanted
everyone to
remember
that the goal
of reporting
incidents is
to help fix the
problems of
sexual assault.
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Harroun details the dangers of tar sands extraction
By DAN SUNDERLAND

in the tar sands is bitumen , an
extremely viscous form of petroleum. Oil sands are considered to be unconventional oil
deposits and as such are not
under the same regulations as
normal oil.
"Because tar sands are not
considered 'conventional oil ,'
they slip through a loop hole ,"
Harroun said. She explained
that oil companies are re-

acidic , hot, viscous and abrasive. "All of these added together result in about three
Oak Foundation Climate
times the oil spills ," she said,
also noting that bitumen, unand Energy Program Senior
Program Officer Leslie Harlike oil , sinks in water. This
roun delivered a talk on Tuescomplicates cleanup and makes
it
much more expensive.
Oct.
2
about
the
Keyday,
One example of such a
stone XL pipeline , related
projects and their environspill occurred in July 2010
in Michigan. Approximately
mental ramifications.
400 acres of land were covThe marketable substance
ered with dilbit. Enbridge, the
owners of this p ipeline, purchased 130 homes in this area
because they were rendered
non-inhabitable. The cleanup
is still ongoing and has cost
the company over S800 million already.
Harroun also detailed the
particular case study of Suncor Energy 's pipeline as an example of the possible environmental effects of a pipeline.
Based in Alberta, Canada, the
Athabasca oil 'sands are large
deposits of bitumen that have
been tapped by Suncor Energy. Residents of Alberta have
had considerable problems
with this pipeline in terms of
the water supply.
"It takes between two and
2.4 barrels of water to produce one barrel of oil ," HarNOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO
roun said. Though much of
Environmental activist Leslie Harroun spoke about the danger tar sands extractionposesfor the environmentOct. 2. this water is recycled, Ilar* roun said that the water consumption is not as much of
a problem as the addition of
byproducts to the water supential presentation," Bui said. application is especially unique ply. She told the audience that
By SAM LEBLANC
The application highli ghts because nothing like it has been the community was warned
eight different aspects of Col- created before. Cannon and Bui against bathing for longer
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
lege life, including the cam- worked with the outside vendor than three minutes. These
Released on iTunes Sept. pus, Colby Outdoor Orienta- called Hobsons to create the people refrain from eating
26 , the Colby College Experi- tion Trips (COOT), life at on custom application.
"In my mind, we wanted
ence application (app) for the the Hill , financial aid , faculty,
iPad provides an interactive academics , the international it to always be like Colby 's
and easily-navigable tool for perspective and graduation. campus... .You can wander,
anyone interested in learning Cannon said , "We really tried but never get lost ," Bui said.
more about the College. The to go from start to finish," The app is designed to be coco-creators , Associate Direc- touching on all aspects of the hesive—the application altor for Admissions and Com- College experience from ori- ways leads back to the home
munication Kristina Cannon entation to graduation.
screen , "whereas other college
and Associate Dean of AdmisEach section briefly outlines viewbook applications may be
sions and Financial Aid Hung its topic and includes some sort disrupted by dead-ends within
Bui. wanted to make the ap- of interactive feature, be it a the application ," Bui said. The
plication "a comprehensive map, a trivia question or a vid- cohesion and experiential naway to learn about Colby, " eo. In an effort to incorporate ture of the app provides for an
Cannon said. Bui explained the student perspective, most of "interactive journey for a prothat the tool allows students the videos in the application are spective student ," he said.
who live far away to interact from InsideColby and many of
The Facebook pages for the
with the College on a digital the featured pictures are from College and InsideColby each
level. "They 're able to get the Student Lens.
have a Quick Response (QR)
a better sense of Colby ColCannon highlighted the pro- code which, once scanned with
lege," he said.
gressive nature of using tech- an iPad , connects the tablet
The pair specifically fo- nology like an iPad applica- to the Colby College Expericused on making the applica- tion. "It 's been fun because it's ence application in the Apple
tion interactive. "We wanted it so new and not a lot of other Store. The application is also
to be more than a viewbook
schools are doing it ," she said. available for download, free of
[The application is] an experi- The Colby College Experience charge, on iTunes.
NEWS EDITOR

quired to have a fund for liability issues while tar sands
projects are not.
The unique properties of
bitumen make it difficult to
transport. In order to facilitate the transportation , bitumen is diluted with natural
gas and other chemicals. This
modified substance is known
as dilbit.
Harroun said that dilbit is

Viewbook app released

fish from the area because
they have been known to
have tumors and lesions. Humans who have become sick
because of this water need to
leave the area in order to receive adequate treatment.
Harroun warned against
a pipeline proposal that was
tabled a few years ago that
might resurface considering
the rise of oil prices. This
plan would create a pipeline
from Montreal that reaches
through Vermont and ends
in Maine 's Casco Bay. From
this point , the dilbit would
be exported. Since this pipeline would be dangerous and
would not benefit Maine,
Harroun said that Mainers
should be concerned with this
proposal. However, she said
that Vermonters would have
a better chance of prevent-

ing this pipeline because of
Act 250, a piece of legislation governing safe land use,
among other things. "This is
going to be a battle. This is
going to be a real big battle,"
Harroun said.
However, she remains optimistic. Regarding the Keystone XL pipeline, she said,
"At the beginning of last year,
we thought that there wasn't
a chance in Hell that we were
going to stop this pipeline, but
these people did it."
Harroun manages the Oak
Foundation 's North American,
European and global climate
initiatives. As such, she has
been very active in researching, publicizing and organizing activist events in response
to environmental dangers .
She currently lives and works
from Portland , Maine.

READ THE ECHO ONLINE
Visit www.TheColbyEcho.com
for all of our weekly articles as
well as our blog. You can also get
updates through our Facebook and
Twitter pages.

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL

Deans Office
Disciplinary Report
September 8-September 22, 2012
Charge:
Unregistered party, furnishing to minors

Quantity:
2

Sanction:
Disciplinary warning

Underage possession/consumption of
hard alcohol

1

Permanent hard alcohol disciplinary
probation

Underage possession/consumption of
beer/wine

3

Disciplinary warning; disciplinary probation (2nd offence)

Attempt to purchase alcohol with a false
ID.

2

Disciplinary warning

Drug possession and/or use (marijuana)

2

Permanent disciplinary probation

Unwanted physical contact with a security officer, drunk and disorderly conduct .
possession/consumption of alcohol, beer
and hard alcohol

1

JanPlan suspension, letters of apology to
Security Department

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

A student performed a traditionalstory at the Mid-AutumnFestival, an EastAsiancelebration, on Saturday,Sept. 29.
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Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

NSFspeaker outlines antebellum history of teachingscience
War considered whether or not
scientists should focus solely on
their respective subjects. RothenProfessor James Fleming, di- berg explained how Joseph Henry
rector of the Science, Technology, * of Princeton and "the deeply reliand Society Program at the Col- gious" Denison Olmsted of Yale
lege, introduced National Science held two major conflicting views
Foundation (NSF) Historian Marc in 19th century science education.
Rothenberg on Monday night in
Olmsted had what Rothenberg
Olin. Rothenberg "has published called "a broad scientific interest"
in all the major history of science and "viewed himself as a teacher"
journals," Fleming said He added rather than a specialist who rethat Rothenberg is an expert on
19th, 20th and 21st century scientific issues.
Rothenberg's talk, entitled "The
Perfect Teacher Teaching Science
in Antebellum America," focused
on the transformation of science
education in liberal arts colleges in
the United States from prior to the
Civil War to the 20th century.
In 19th century college education, religion dominated. "Even
state universitieswere careful in selecting faculty in terms of religious
orientation," Rothenberg said.
'However, while theological world
views did impact the teaching of
science, much of the liberal arts
curriculum was still science-based.
Rothenbergadded, "If you have the
illusion that education in the antebellum period was philosophy and
classics, you're wrong," and that at
least a quarter to a third of the curriculum involved science.
Rothenberg said that the College "could hold its head up high" searched one subject. In Olmstin terms of quality science educa- ed's view, everything he and other
tion because it used cutting-edge scientists at colleges researched
textbooks with French perspec- was for the purpose of improving
tives on science, written by a not- teaching. Many college scientists,
ed Harvard professor. This gave like Olmsted, "had active connec19th century Colby students an tions to the educational system,"
edge over colleges such as Yale, Rothenberg said.
where science education was limRothenberg emphasized that
ited to the narrow range of Eng- Olmsted was driven to become
lish scientific textbooks.
the best teacher possible and that
The major controversy in sci- he argued against "the man of
ence education prior to the Civil one idea." Olmsted believed that
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

The major
controversy
in science
education
prior to the
Civil War
considered
whether or
not scientists
should focus
solely on their
respective
subjects.

Staff
leave Hill
Three assistant

di *ecto *s will
leave the College
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

Assistant Director of the Career Center Shauna Hirshfteld,
Assistant Director of Campus
Life Paul Spangle and Assistant
Director of the Goldfarb Center and Oak Institute Barbara
Spangle will all be leaving the
College to pursue other positions at the end of this year.
Paul Spangle accepted a job
at the University of Minnesota
- Twin Cities. He will work
in the College of Liberal Arts
Student Services Office , where
he will concentrate specifically
on this university's new "First
Year Experience" program.
This involves "overseeing a
mandatory first-year course
curriculum and a student mentoring program. My specific
goals will be increasing firstyear student retention rates and
graduation rates," Spangle said.
The Spangles have been a
part of the College 's Faculty
in Residence program, living
in Mary Low Hall with their

newly-born son and their dog,
Harvey. "From playing ball
with Harvey out on Dana Lawn
to the kind congratulatory notes
after our first son, Colin, was
born earlier this month, Colby
students have been a significant part of our world , and that
makes this decision bittersweet.
That said, we are incredibly excited about the future and all
of the life adventures that lie
ahead," Spangle said. The College hired Spangle in 2010.
Hirshfteld will be leaving
the College to accept a position
as a career advisor at Colgate
University 's Center for Career
Services. "Leaving Colby is
very bittersweet for me and is
driven largely by a desire to be
closer to family....I will miss
the students, faculty and staff
with whom I've interacted , and
[I] am extremely grateful for
the opportunity to be a part of
the Colby community, even for
a short while," Hirshfield said.
She became a part of the Career
Center in June 2011.
The
responsibilities
of
these staff members will be
taken on by other members of
their respective departments
until a national search is conducted and completed to replace them.

WOODSMEN COACHING

breadth of knowledge in related
subjects and strong knowledge
of one's own subject were much
more important than specialization in a single subject.
Rothenberg said that Henry did
not believe that "knowledge of the
other side" (subjects other than
one's own) should be considered as
important as specialization, and he
was outraged by Olmsted's view.
He believed that "you studied
astronomy or any other science to
learn how it developed," according to Rothehberg. The in-depth
study of a specific science, Henry
thought, would improve people's
thought processes and their abilities in other subjects, whether scientific or hot.
Ultimately, the study of a broad
base of science for purposes of
natural theology, as in Olmsted's
view, superseded Henry's idea of
science as a means to team indepth problem solving for most
of the 19th century.
Alan Waterman, who was appointed the first director of the
NSF in 19S0, represented the
continually evolving view of the
sciences in the U.S. Rothenberg
expressed Waterman's belief that
the NSF "should not support

traditional foundational study,"
but instead research many disciplines. Rothenberg explained that
he thought "what was useful was
encouraging people to cross the
boundaries" of different subjects.
Science has continued to develop throughout the end of the

20th century and into the 21st
with interdisciplinary research
coming "once again to the forefront ," Rothenberg said. Science
in liberal arts colleges today
maintains boundaries that are
stricter than they were in the 19th
century. However, Rothenberg

NOAH KOPP/THE COLBY ECHO

NationalScience FoundationHistorian MarcRothenberg described the teaching of science prior to the Civil War.

College receives A+ food grade
By AMY TORTORELLO
NEWS STAFF

College Prowler awarded the
College an A+ rating for campus
dining options, placing Colby at
number 14 of over 1,200 colleges
and universities listed in this category on the website. Also noted
were the College's great options
for vegetarians and vegans, as
well as overall praise for the quality of food.
ColIegeProwler.com was established in 2002, and its unique
student-based review process has
earned it a top place among online
college search tools. The website
relies on currentcollegestudents or
alumni who submit survey results
and then post a raring for particular
categories such as dining, campus
housing or athletic faculties. Sodexo, the College's dining service
partner, frequently ranked highly
among the student reviews found
on the website.
Warm chickpea couscous burgers, spicy buffalo chicken wraps,
locally made torn, colorful quinoa
salads and grilled teriyaki salmon
are all delicious offerings of the College's dining services mat could be
taken straight off the menu at a gourmet restaurant. They are just a small
selection of dining choices that appear on a regular basis on die Hill.

Director of Dining Services Fir- tance of this type of communicaouz Khaksar was more than happy tion between students and staff,
to share some of the behind-the- especially when it comes to food.
scenes work that has gone into creAs the incidence of food allergies
ating the diverse and healthy menus and sensitivities rises, communicawe find on campus.
tion and cooperation are imperative
In the two years Khaksar has in order to ensure healthyoptions for
worked on the Hill, he noted a all students. According to Khaksar,
dramatic increase in the amount requestsfor gluten-free options have
of requests for
been
especially
vegetarian
and
prevalent this year.
^^^^__
vegan options in
"We are workthe dining halls.
ing on developing
"Foss always had a
more recipes that
reputation of being
we can display as
more of a vegetarsafe [for those who
ian dining place for
cannot tolerate glustudents, but in reten]. That has been
cent years we had
one of our biggest
challenges
this
modified the menu
to include more
year. Gluten-free
meats. What we
will be our focus in
the next weeks to
did last year was
make sure we into invite six chefs
crease our offerings
from across the region to work with
in all of the dining
our executive chef
halls," he said
The College is
[Wendy Benney]
to develop vegcurrently in the
etarian and vegan
process of changoptions [for the other two dining ing all of its soup and sauce bases
halls]," he said. Khaksar described to entirely gluten-free varieties.
how both students and dining hall Very soon, any soup that does not
staff joined together to taste test contain pasta will be labeled safe
these new options in order to create for gluten free eaters.
a menu that would satisfy as many
Some of the other health inipeople as possible.
tiatives include the elimination
Khaksar emphasized the impor- of all trans fats, reducing use of

Also noted
were the
College's great
options for
vegetarians
and vegans,
as well as
overall praise
for the quality
of food.
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products containing BPA, more
whole grains and the introduction
of healthy snack options in both
the dining halls and in the Caporale Lounge's Take 4 Program.
Just last year, Colby reduced its
BPA use by 50 percent by eliminating all canned products from
the kitchens. Dining Services
cooks all of its own beans instead
of using canned goods, and also
makes all pasta and pizza sauces
from scratch.
This fall, fresh produce from local vendors, as well as crisp apples '
grown in Maine, will be available
in dining halls. This local food requires no processing and little handling, therefore retaining more of
its nutrients.
Students on the Hill say that
each of the three dining halls
possesses a unique character of
its own. Foss has the exotic vegan and vegetarian cuisine; Bob's
the restaurant-style meat, vegetables and grain all served on a
plate and Dana the comfort-food
classics. Khaksar however, does
not have a favorite. "I love them
all; all of them are very close to
my heart. During the dinners, I
make sure I walk every [dining]
hall, just watching the students
go through the lines and make
comments and sit down and socialize. It's the best part of my
day," he said.
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Coach Daw Smith guidedthe woodsmen team during their meet at Unity College

emphasized that these departmental boundaries are essentially for
the convenience of deans only
and that as science education continues to evolve, interdisciplinary research and teaching will
become more integrated into the
college sciences.
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Colby Democrats and Republicans gear up for elections

Leaders of Colby 's politica l clubs discuss pre-election collaboration and political climate on campus
Wexler-Waite voiced his
seems to be a growing
number of students who appreciation for the Demoare either apathetic or fed crats and mentioned how
up with the election as a helpful his leadership team
whole ," Jacobs said.
has been. "So far, people
In addition , Jacobs sus- have gone above and bepected that there are a sig- yond with their involvenificant number of "closet- ment with the club , and we
ed republicans " on campus hope to keep building upon
who are "uncomfortable the energy we have had so
going against the grain. " far ," he said.
Jacobs was hopeful , too ,
Unfortunately for the Colbut in a differby Republicans ,
ent way. She
their
smaller
encouraged
membershi p
students
to
prevents
them
vote in support
from receiving
There
of their beliefs ,
as much money
rather
than
from the College
appears
giving in to
as the Democrats
to be very what' s thought
do. As Jacobs
to be popular.
put it , this gives
little
"I wish [politithe
Democrats
cally conservamore "manpowtension
tive students]
er " on campus.
between
the
would
express
This manpowtheir
views
er has allowed
two groups more openly,"
the Democrats to
—^——^^^^^^^^^^^—^^^^—^^^-^^—
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said.
extensively supon campus. sheDespite
Colby Democrats President Ben Wexler-Waite '14 and Colby Republicans President RachelJacobs '13 collaborate on pre-election events on campus.
a
port
President
significant
Obama in this
They are optimistic about fessor of Education Karen tive in districts 84 and 76 , election. Wexlerd i ffer en ce
the outcome of this year 's Kusiak and Henry Beck respectively.
in
op inion , '
Waite
reported
BY ROBIN LEWIS
presidential
election.
there
appears
Given
that
the
Colby
comthat
the
group
NEWS STAFF
munity is often instrumen- has been actively partici- to be very little tension
Jacobs stated that there
tal in determining how the pating in phone banks every between the two groups
seems to be less support
WITH THE 2012 presiden- for President Obama than
Waterville area votes , the other week and campaign- on campus. Wexler-Waite
"I'm very
tial election rapidly ap- there was four years ago ,
si gnificant amount of sup- ing for President Obama and Jacobs declared themproaching,
members
of citing
port that the local Demo- in the state of New Hamp- selves friends , and both of
the
increasingly
pleased
with
both the Colby Democrats apolitical
cratic candidates are likely shire. The group made over them remarked that their
behavior
she
and the Colby Republicans noticed on campus. "Stuall the
to receive from Colb y stu- 500 calls during the last two groups often collaboare each preparing in their dents don 't seem to care as
dents is a cause for a con- phone bank , more than dem- rate. There will be a twoinvolvement
own ways. It is an exciting much ," she said.
cern among Colby Republi- ocratic groups at Bates Col- on-two debate between the
time for both clubs. For the
and energy
cans who support Andre .
lege and the University of Democrats and RepubliBen Wexler-Waite ' 14 ,
vast majority of students ,
As is turns out , this is Maine made combined. The cans on Oct. 4.
we've
had
including co-president of the new president of the
Further
collaborations
just one of the disadvan- Democrats also traveled
the Colby Republicans Ra- Colby Democrats , seemed
tages that the Republicans to UMaine with Bates this include promoting "earlythis fall."
chel Jacobs '13 , this will to disagree. "I think the
on
Oct. 19, a
vote
day
are
dealing
with
on
campus.
past
Saturday
to
canvas
for
"
be the first national elec- political climate has reAccording to Jacobs , there Obama and local democrats. state-wide event that will
tion in which they are eli- ally improved this year ,"
are significantly fewer reBoth Wexler-Waite and allow people to vote with
he said. "I' m very pleased
BenWederWaite
gible to vote.
publican students on the Jacobs demonstrate sig- a town clerk before the ofClass of 2014
Jacobs , along with her with all the involvement
Hill than democrats. She nificant interest in the ficial date. Both parties
co-president David Wat- and energy we 've had this
noted , however , that this election , and encourage will also be involved with
son '15 , support the Re- fall. We ' ve had a very
was
not necessarily a de- Colby students to get in- Rock-The-Vote , a national
dedicated
group
commitpublican candidate Mitt
terminant factor for the volved. As Wexler-Waite movement on Nov. 3 that
Romney for President and ted to re-electing President
outcome of the upcoming put it , "The difference encourages all Americans
local Mark Andre for state Obama and local demorepresentative for the Wa- crats. " These local demo- *09 , both of whom are run- election. "Our campus is between the candidates to vote , regardless of their
political affiliation.
terville area (District 76). crats include Assistant Pro- ning for state representa- liberal leaning, but there couldn 't be starker. "
FACULTY PROFILE: ELIZABETH LEONARD

Department Chair unearths buried histories

First biography of Josep h Holt published by College prof essor
"Graduate students are at a Holt , Abraham Lincoln 's
very different place in their judge advocate general. The
NEWS STAFF
lives , and undergraduates biography is the very first
are much more open to the written about Holt. "He was
It was only after some ah-ha part of learning. " She someone whom I encountrial and error , and a brief cites the College 's motivat- tered for the very first time
career as a folk singer , that ed and talented students as when I was doing my dissertation ," Leonard said.
the College 's current John J. continual incentive to stay.
When
Holt
continand Cornelia V. Gibson ProLeonard specialized in
fessor of History and Chair women 's studies and is ued to come up in her reof the History Department specificall y interested in search , Leonard decided
she couldn 't ignore h.im any
Elizabeth Leonard settled on
longer. "He is a fascinating
a career exp loring the field
moral character ," she added.
of history.
"I' m very drawn to him as a
"It was a perfect fit , and
historical figure. "
allowed me to ask the quesWhen Holt
Leonard began to develop
tions that interested me ,"
an understanding for the full
she said.
continued
to
scope of his life by travelAlthough she was raised
ing to the Library of Conon the East Coast , Leonard
come up in
gress , Huntington Library
had never been to Maine beher
and Kentucky (where Holt
fore coming to the College.
spent most of his life). She
So how did the chair of our
research,
gathered his official papers ,
History Department end up
tracked down letters he had
on Mayflower Hill?
[she]
received and reached out to
Her passion for History
decided
she
his family.
led her to an M.A. and Ph.D.
"You 're try ing to take a
at the University of Califor't
couldn
life and tell it on paper ,"
nia , Riverside. When she beLeonard said. "Lots of peocame a Civil War historian ,
ignore him
ple who know [about] him
Leonard soon realized she
any
longer.
find him a difficult person
did not want to live in the
to like ," she added , laughSouth. This conviction led
ing. But the 10-year process
her to apply for a few jobs
was deeply personal for the
in New England fresh out of
graduate school. "Colby was women 's involvement in historian. Leonard realized
one of them. Of the seven I the Civil War. "Women 's early on how strongly atapplied for , it was the one 1 history needs to be incor- tached to him she was. "It' s
porated in all the tradi- a decade of dedication and
wanted most ," she said.
Now in her 21st year on tional classes ," Leonard getting to know someone ,"
the Hill , Leonard couldn 't said. Although technically she said.
This upcoming weekend ,
imagine life anywhere else. a separate field , the profesAs a professor , she is unde- sor strongly believes in the Leonard will speak at the
niably partial to the small , necessity of integrating it first lecture in the "Colby
History, Colby Historians "
into diverse classes.
liberal arts school.
Leonard recently
pub- series , a feature of the Col"I love undergraduate
teaching, " Leonard said. lished a book on Joseph lege 's Bicentennial celebraBy EMMA BROWN
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History Department Chair Elizabeth Leonard continues to find joy in teaching after 21 years on the Hill.
tion. Her subject is Benjamin F. Butler , a Colby
Massachusetts
alumnus ,
representative and Civil War
general. His portrait in the
Alumni Center was recently
refurbished , and Leonard is
set to give a lecture on an
overview of his life.
Butler was instrumental
in pushing Lincoln towards
the Emancipation Proclamation and fought on behalf

of the working class and
women. "Butter 's important
because he did what needed
to be done to protect the
freed slaves. He stood for
some very important things
that we stand for at Colby, "
she emphasized.
As she prepares for the
lecture , Leonard evoked
tendencies that have become central to her research process. "Whenever

I' m writing on someone , I
keep wondering, 'I wonder
what he would think about
that , "' she said. The honest narrative she develops
speaks to the magnitude
of her invested personality. Whether it' s Joseph
Holt , Benjamin Butler , or
the first year in her 'Introduction to History * class ,
Leonard' s passion and curiosity is contagious.

WHO'S WHO: ALEXANDRE CAILLOT '13

Senior promotes Taekwondo on the Hill
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Caillot '13 established the College s Taekwondo club and hopes to pursue his training after graduating this spring.

By KATHRYN BAI
NEWS STAFF
To the average person ,
breaking wooden boards with
fists and karate kicks is confined to big movie screens ,
but for Alexandre Caillot '13 ,
it 's just part of a regular day
of Taekwondo practice.
Caillot has been studying the art of Taekwondo , a
martial art originating in Korea , for 11 years. He has so
far reached three out of nine
possible levels of black belt ,
earning him the title of "master. " As the martial art continues to attract practitioners
from around the world , Caillot decided to introduce Taekwondo to campus last fall
and started the College 's first
Taekwondo club.
The club is open to beginners as well as students w i t h
prior experience. Success in
Taekwondo is not necessarily based on fitness , but it is

based on dedication , Caillot
emphasized. "I was not an
a t h l e t i c person , but what I
found was that if you go in
with a d e t e r m i n e d a t t i t u d e ,
you 're going to get it done
eventually, " Caillot said.
C a i l l o t likes to promote that
kind of positive m e n t a l i t y
w i t h i n the club and enjoys
the opportunity to teach fellow students. "I love teaching. I like e x p l a i n i n g and it 's
just a habit , I guess ," Caillot
said. "Since I' m at the point
where I can explain a lot of
things , at least to my level , I
feel like it 's something I can
do and that I enjoy doing. "
Caillot 's concern for selfdefense also motivated him
to establish the club. He is
particularly passionate about
promoting
women 's selfdefense and has been advertising the issue with posters
around campus in an effort
to get more women involved
in the club , Although he acknowledges that it can be
daunting, Caillot hopes that

more women will be inspired
to try Taekwondo. "I want
them to see that this is something they can do. You 're
not going to get a black belt
in five minutes , but you can
learn some basic moves to
feel safer and more confident ,
and that , I think , is definitely
worth the effort ," he said.
Taekwondo teaches peop le
ways to protect themselves
and has important physical benefits for those who
practice. "You feel like you
have more control of your
m o v e m e n t s because you get
more adept at doing all these
things ," he said.
But Caillot has found that
the mental effects of practicing Taekwondo can be just as
beneficial. "You get more focused and more determined.
In a certain way it helps with
public
speaking, because
when you 're a black belt
you are expected to teach ,
so that means you 're in front
of a group and telling them
what to do and what not to

do ," he said. Taekwondo is
taught in a military-inspired
manner and promotes discipline. "It 's 'yes sir ' and 'yes
ma 'am. ' If you don 't , you do
pushups ," he said.
Caillot 's Taekwondo's club
is a "blue wave club, " which
means it is recognized by an
international Taekwondo organization. Whenever a member
is promoted to a new belt rank ,
they receive an international
certificate that recognizes their
achievement and allows any
other Taekwondo clubs worldwide to verify the student 's
level of expertise.
"That' s important because ,
the belt .on its own , honestly,
it looks cool , but you can
buy it on Amazon. It 's not
going to prove that you were
trained. The certificate does ,
and that 's something to keep
in mind; if you stick with it ,
you will be getting a certifi cate ," he said.
Caillot hopes to see the
club continue on the H i l l
after he graduates in the
spring. At the moment there
are two other black belts in
the club , but he hopes to
train new student instructors to teach future members. "My hope is that I can
provide enough help so that
once I graduate there w i l l
be kind of a tool set to help
them continue training. I
want to provide a foundation
for them ," Caillot said.
Looking towards his own
future in Taekwondo , Caillot is still undecided as to
how far he wants to pursue
his training and whether he
w i l l have to time and commitment it takes to become
a grand master at the highest level of black belt. "For
the later degrees it really
has to do with your contribution to the organization ,
whether it' s t o u r n a m e n t s
or instruction . If I can do
it , that would be great , but
right now it 's too early to
say, " he said.

OCTOBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE:
KYLE MCBRIERTY '15 & MEGAN CULLINANE '15
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This month s young sop homore bachelor is sure to steal your heart

Kyle McBrierty '15
Single ladies , lend me your
ears. Proud member of the
class of 2015 Kyle "Wings "
McBrierty, yes that kid with
the unmistakable flow , has
been nominated to be your
Mr. October. Hailing from a
small town "just outside of
Boston ," Wings is basicall y a
god in and around Colby College. A dubstep and rap fiend ,
he also speaks the world' s
sexiest language , English , in
addition to francais .
Wings is a major sports connoisseur and loves the New
England teams including the
Celtics , the Pats and the Sox.
All you need to do is whisper
the name Tom Brady in his
ear and he 'll be smitten. For
reasons unknown . Wings is a
diehard Chicago Bulls fan and
would have to split himself
in half if the Bulls and Celt-

ics ever made it to the NBA
finals. Thankfully, this has not
yet happened in his lifetime.
Wings is also a devoted player
of Nintendo 64. He could use
some practice , however, as he
is currently ranked last in the
world in both Mario Cart and
Super Smash Brothers.
If you can forgive him for
this embarrassing deficiency
and are enthralled by any of
his many glowing attributes ,
make sure you look Wings up
on Instagram or Myspace. He
also has a Linkedln account
and would love to make you
a part of his professional network.
Favorite food: Pasta
Favorite TV show:
Breaking Bad
Favorite dining hall: Dana
Favorite h u m a n being:
Tom Brady
— Written by Matt Ayers '15

Campus conversations worth having
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Co-student leaders Allison Fowle '13 and Danielle Delarco '13 encourage students to become p a r tof the conversation.

By ANNE KETTLER
NEWS STAFF
Campus Conversations on
Race (CCOR) has been popular w i t h students since its inception , earning the College
a reputation as the "CCOR
school. " This fall , the College was named the national
headquarters of CCOR , much
to the delight of faculty advisors , student facilitators and
club members.
When
the
founder
of
CCOR , William Smith of
Emerson College in Boston ,
Mass., went on to manage
the National Center for Race
A m e n i t y at Wheelock College in 2010 , he asked the
College 's Visiting Assistant
Professor of Psychology and
Coordinator of M u l t i c u l t u r a l
Student Programs and Support Joe A t k i n s to lake over
as director of CCOR . As the
new director , A t k i n s is in the
process of reinforcing the
program 's presence on the

more than 20 other college
campuses that already participate in CCOR. He is also
r e c r u i t i n g other colleges and
universities to join next year
and expand the program.
When
Atkins
brought
CCOR to the Hill five years
ago . he feared a lack of interest. "I didn 't t h i n k it would
get a lot of traction here ," he
said. Before the first meeting
he remembers t h i n k i n g , "This
is going to be dismal. " That
first day, 19 students volunteered to become facilitators
lor group discussions and
became the d r i v i n g force behind CCOR at the College , or
the "foot soldiers " as A t k i n s
calls them.
As of last spring, more
than 725 Colby students had
participated in CCOR at one
point or another in their college careers , the highest
number of students involved
in CCOR at any institution.
CCOR's student leaders are
c u r r e n t l y working with Atkins to update t r a i n i n g mate-

rial for faculty advisors and
student facilitators , as well
as arranging a number of upcoming conferences.
Atkins acknowledged that ,
even with the best intentions,
it can be daunting to start
talking about race and students often worry about being
politically correct. "There is
no truth in Santa but almost
all of us believed in him at
one point or another ," and the
same kind of mentality can
be applied to thinking about
stereotypes , Atkins exp lained.
"At CCOR you can ask yourself 'Where did I learn that
stereotype?' and 'Do I even
know the people I have the
strongest stereotypes about?'"
CCOR aims to acknowledge that these stereotypes
do exist but should not be
accepted and should be discussed in a safe environment
in which students can engage in honest conversation ,
w i t h o u t worrying about being right or wrong. Because
students meet with the same

group of six to 10 people on
a weekly basis , they often become comfortable with one
another within a few weeks
and are able to create a trusting environment in which
they feel free from judgment.
CCOR groups are entirely
student-led , and members
have found that the absence
of faculty members allows
for organic conversations
and for the students to discuss what is actually on their
minds. While discussions
generally focus on race , students engage with a number
of related issues , such as racial tension on campus , racial humor and affirmative
action , and can choose to
focus on the topics that they
are most interested in discussing as a group. "There 's
never really a bad moment
in CCOR because it 's all a
learning experience ," CCOR
Co-Student Leader Allison
Fowle '13 said.
Many of the College 's
CCOR participants got involved during their first year.
Some were introduced to the
program through friends; others became interested in talking about racial issues after
taking the Multicultural Literacy JanPlan class taug ht
by Atkins. Many participants
also meet some of their best
friends through CCOR and
have gotten to know fellow
students that they would perhaps not have met otherwise.
Danielle Dellarco *I3, currently a CCOR co-student
leader , became a member of
CCOR as part of an applied
work element for a class and
said that like many other students , she "got hooked on
CCOR" right away.
CCOR welcomes all new
members and is especially in
need of more male involvement. For more information
or to get involved with CCOR
e-mail ccorgroup@colby.edu.
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Make sure to meet sophomore bachelorette Sis Megan Cullinane this month

Megan Cullinane '15
Who better to represent
the month of color-changing
leaves and apple picking than
sophomore Megan Cullinane?
You wouldn 't have seen Megan
walking around Colby campus
last fall because she started off
her college experience in Salamanca , Spain , where she became a fluent Spanish speaker.
Once in Maine . Megan
joined the rowing team and
didn 't take long to make an impression on the Hill. She keeps
herself very busy with Colby
Cares About Kids (CCAK),
Birthday Wishes and the Student
Programming
Board
(SPB) along with her plans for

a global studies major and an
education minor . When Megan
is not at the Hume Center or in
the gym , you can find her in her
beautifully decorated abode in
Mary Low. You can spot Megan anywhere on campus with
her si gnature brown bangs and
her unique style. She loves to
meet new people , so if you see
Megan during the day give her
a shout out and she 'll be sure
to w i n k back!
Favorite dining hall: Bobs
Favorite food: Chocolate
Favorite music genre : Country
Favorite place: The great Outdoors
— Written by Melissa Rooney 'IS

Write
for the Echol
Writing for the Echo is a great way to familiarize yourself with the campus and your peers.
Interested in joining the Echo staff?
Stop by our table at the Campus
Life Club Expo or e-mail Madeline
Strachota at mmstrach@colby.edu.

OPI NI ON

Behind every smile: my path to Jesus
Selection of Family
HomecomingWeekendEvents
Courtesy of Colby.edu

Friday, October 5, 2012
4 to 5:30 p.m., Strider Theater
Open Master Class with Karen Oberlin
NYC cabaret sensation Karen Oberlin
and noted accompanist Jon Weber share
their expertise with up and coming
Colby vocalists. The master class is free
and open to the general public.
4:15 to 5:30 p.m.. Room 141, Diamond
It 's More Than a Room—It's a Residential Experience
What halls are available? How do students navigate through room draw?
What is a community advisor? Staff
members from the Office of Campus Life
will answer these questions and more.
5:30 to 8 p.m.. Page Commons
Ludy '21 and Pacy Levine '27 Memorial Reception and C Club Colby Night
Dinner. Tickets must be purchased in
advance: adults $30, current Colby
students $24

Champions Fitness Club in Elm Plaza
on Upper Main Street
10:30 to II 1? a m . Room 122, Diamond
Life outside the Classroom: Navigating
New Territory
As parents travel the path with their
first-year students, we would like to
provide additional stepping stones and
resources for student success. Please join
an informative panel for tips and tidbits.
11 am., S-S-W Alumni Center
Unveiling of the Benjamin Butler
Portrait
Gibson Professor of History Elizabeth
D. Leonard will speak about Colby
alumnus General Benjamin F. Butler,
Class of 1838, nicknamed "Beast" Butler during the Civil War.
11:45 to 12:30 p.m., Ostrove, Diamond
Meet Daniel Shea-New Director of
Goldfarb Center for Public Af&irs and Civic
Engagement;Professor of Government

7 p.m. and 9 p.m., Lorimer Chapel
Performances by the Colby a cappella
groups (Colby Eight, Colbyenes, Blue
Lights, Megalomaniacs, Sirens, and
EVE). Seating is limited, so reserve your
tickets early.
Ticketsmust be purchased in advance, $5.

1 p.m., Seaverns Football Field
Men 's Football vs. Wesleyan
4:00 p.m., Lorimer Chapel
Chorale and Collegium Chamber Singers performance
4 p.m.. Given Auditorium, Bixler
Colby Improv performance

Saturday, October 6, 2012
9 to 9:45 a.m., Atrium, Diamond
President 's reception for alumni, parents,
faculty, and students
Complimentary continental breakfast

7:30 p.m., Strider Theater
Colby on Stage
Colby 's student performance clubs take
over Strider Theater for a special Family
Homecoming Weekend event.

9:45 to 10:30 a.m., Ostrove, Diamond
State of the College conversation with
President William D. Adams
All welcome

7:30 p.m., Lorimer Chapel
Colby Seance
Colby Professor Jennifer Finney Boylan
invites you to a Halloween get-together for
Colby alumni and friends. She will read a
few ghost stories and sing a song or two.

10 to 6 pm (Sat) and 10 to 3 pj n. (Sun.)
REM - Third Annual Craft Fair
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I haven 't always been this way.
I was raised in a home where Jesus ' name seldom made its way
across the dinner table , where we
rarely mentioned God and never
read the Bible. Today, Jesus ' name
saturates my speech , my thoughts ,
-God is my favorite topic of discussion and my Bible is always in
my backpack. Sometimes 1 wonder ,
how does this happen in the course
of a year, my trajectory so quickly
and so sharply changed , old desires
fading away and new ones growing
clearer with each passing day.
Coming to college was a whirlwind of new experience. With only
a semester under my belt , I was already facing suspension for breaking and entering while inebriated ,
a summons for a late night trip to
the hospital and very angry parents. Nonetheless , I was usually
flying pretty hi gh , somehow maintaining a 4 .0 , social and outgoing
and excitable. I bounced from boy
to boy, always somewhere between
exuberant and unsettled. This continued through sophomore year ,
highs and lows speckled with occasional blackouts and sporadic days
of deep dissatisfaction.
At the b e g i n n i n g of the following summer , I started reading a
book a friend had given me several months before , more as a favor than with a concrete intention.
The book was Mere Christianity by
C.S. Lewis , a collection of British radio broadcasts that Lewis
had done on request d u r i n g World
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All I wanted was
Jesus, and all I
wanted to do with
all of myself for the
rest of my life was
serve him and put
His love on display.

ever known , and although so many
things still didn 't make sense to
me , I knew I wanted more.
That summer I was sent to Costa
Rica as the research assistant for
Associate Professor Judy Stone ,
where I joined my first church. The
first worship I attended was stunning, being in the center of a body
of people lifting their voices and
their hands up to God with such
fervency and joy. Worship and culto (the service) became the center

of my weeks, and the youth pastor
Zaray and her husband offered me
a second home and never tired of
feeding me chocolate calentita or
answering my endless questions. I
talked with anyone I could about
God , debating and inquiring and
puzzling and reading anything I
could get my hands on. 1 returned
home at the end of the summer pretty sure that I was a Christian but
still hesitant to declare it because
of the questions that were still in
my heart and the nerves about my
parents * and friends ' reactions.
On Oct. 4 of last year , I was
sitting on my bed in Woodman
doing a physics problem set and
l i s t e n i n g to a worship song. A l l
at once I was completely overwhelmed , stunned by the weight
of Christ 's love for me. Despite
my being judgmental , prideful ,
covetous and impatient and unloving—He loved me , enough to
take my wrath on Himself so that
I could know Him. His love is
eternal , constant , never changing
and never decreasing. All I wanted was Jesus , and all I wanted to
do with all of myself for the rest
of my life was serve h i m and put
His love on display.
Since that day, e v e r y t h i n g has
been different. My bread is the
Word , my thirst is quenched in
prayer and the f o u n t a i n of joy
that I found in Him has never depended on circumstance , never
wavered and never run dry. I don 't
follow His rules for fear of chastisement or as under a burden , but
I find overflowing joy in obeying His careful p lan over my own.
Despite my own selfish ways , His
love is pleased to dwell in me , behind each kind word , each loving
act and every smile.

The voter's dilemma and the challenge of
finding a true representative of the people
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War II. As I read it , new questions
sprung up in my mind , ones that I
had never considered. For the first
time in my life , a widely respected
and popular , severely logical man
was making a case for the deity of
Jesus Christ. I finished the book
without answers and full of questions. With a Bible in my hands for
the first time , I started to read the
Gospels , the four accounts of Jesus ' life that are the backbone of
the New Testament. They presented a supernatural God , one whose
love was illogical , and sacrificial.
It was different than anything I had

The vote. The issue ot much debate
in today 's political arena , regarding
everything from voter suppression to
galvanizing previously disillusioned
voter bases. This has all been in the
public discourse for much of 2012.
The practice of voting for a representative who understands the people 's
concerns has proven to be very difficult to me. Confined to the parochial
"Left vs. Right " paradigm propagated
throughout mainstream media , I find
myself in a peculiar ideological exile.
The Democrats are too moderate and
even too right-leaning on issues that
are of concern to me , such as Internet
privacy, the crackdown on whistleblowers , the aggrandizing of the nation 's security forces , militarization
of our local and state police forces
and our murderous foreign policy.
With these issues as well as many
more , I find that both the Democrats
and Republicans provide no viable
solutions to these problems and are
actually exacerbating them.
In any democratic nation , the vote
is instrumental to the practice of freedom , and the United States of America trumps itself as a nation of true
democracy, withstanding a history
that says otherwise. However, I ask ,
in today 's political climate , who are
our supposed elected officials serving? With many uprisings from Wall
Street to Anaheim , there is a deafening silence from our elected officials
on the left and the right. Notwithstanding some slight divergence on a
few social issues , I find that the Democratic Party is committing the same
egregious crimes against humanity
that former President George W. Bush
did in his eight years in office. The
crimes that we chastised the Right
for supporting and implementing now
turn out to be continuing under the
faux of the Democrats.
As a matter of fact , I hear silence by
those professed "liberals " on issues
that are matters of life and death. The
truth is that America is not viewed by
others in the same way that we ourselves perceive it. We are not who we
say we are , and that is unsettling for
most gung-ho Americans. We are undeniably viewed as terrorists to many
people in other nations because of

our preponderance of military bases,
suffocation of functionality and sovereignty of nations too weak to stand
up to us and terrorization of everyone
from infants to the elderly, many of
who are mired in a world where their
mortality and humanity are constantly being attacked.
I recently read an article stating
that for every one purported "insurgent " (read "terrorist ") we successfully assassinate, as" a corollary we
murder approximately 50 innocent
people. If that does not sink into your
soul and stir your humanity, then I
do not know what will. This is being
done under the presidency of Barack
Obama and under the veneer of American progressivism. So when I muse
about whom will 1 vote for, 1 look at
the record of these officials for reference to their character; their actions
speak louder than any national address or debate. It is not my wish for

my country to commit these atrocities
overseas, and if I could vote a billion times against it , I would. But of
course, neither candidate seems to be
truly interested in ending war or other
crimes against humanity, only in expanding our military forces and completely melding corporate and federal
power into one entity. These are politicians that we vote for and to whom
we assent to their bloodthirsty tactics
and policies; so, is the blood not on
our hands as well as theirs?
Power concedes nothing without
demand , and the power is disproportionately in the hands of the few
of the ruling class. Use your voting power to make change where
you honestl y believe you can , but
do not be so blind with patriotism
that you blockade yourself from the
truth of what your government actually does once we give it our assent. Vote responsibly.

The Course of Early
Evening on Great Pond
BY KEITH LOVE
There w i l l come a time in the course of e v e r y t h i n g
I do when each thing done is done a final time. A handful
will be momentous if nothing more than infrequent-—
dragging my kayak from the barn for the last first t i m e
in March , stringing tomato plants in mid-May, and then
p l u c k i n g the final b l u s h i n g fruit from the vine , a snap
deci p herable only to the elbow. My gardening encore , my
muddied waltz over carrots and beet greens , the denouement
to my growing season. I' ve been weaving a sweater from
these yarns , the collar now a turtleneck , the sleeves cuffed
well above the elbows. I drown in the wool of marriage ,
raising c h i l d r e n , b u i l d i n g a home , and then a second home ,
b u r y i n g my wife in her own frayed cardigan. And now
with my elbows firmly stationed on this Adirondack , my eyes
fixated on nothing, the falling sun brings the lake
to fire. A loon paddles t w e n t y meters out between
f l o a t i n g torches , w i s h i n g to head for the coast
before his last November strikes. As we glance at
each other , I play out this certain Armageddon as the sun
p l u m m e t s closer to our perches , the two of us w a t c h i n g
the world smolder between explosions. He might dive
to afford h i m s e l f a few extra m i n u t e s , w h i l e I , alone on
this porch , look upwards at the n o t h i n g I' ve always k n o w n ,
and fall octaves below the woodwinds of day 's end.

The existential quandaries of senior year

This summer I had an awesome
internship that was incredibly fulfilling and set me up well for the future , should I ever have one. I' m so
glad I took it , but working 14 hours
a day left no time to train for cross
country, my primary sport since
freshman year of high school. After
a successful outdoor track season ,
I was hop ing to maintain and improve my fitness over the summer

A noxious form of
dread seems to be
permeating into
other aspects of
my life.
so that I could contribute as much
as possible to my beloved Mules
in what is currently their best season in a long time. However , since
my training fell through , I' m not
performing to the best of my ability and , as it dawns on me that I
have few chances left to improve ,
a noxious form of dread seems to
be permeating into other aspects of
my life.
Senior year is hard. I' m drowning in the miasma of ray own mind.
Lost and adrift with no direction ,
yearning for the di gnity of purpose.
I've become slow, like a mouth full
of peanut butter: working hard , but

making no progress. My liberal arts
education is my most prized possession , and over the course of the last
three years, I have striven to learn
and evolve as much as possible.
Now, however, all of my developments, all of my learning, are being
put to the test as I attempt to enter
the real world. More deeply felt at
this point in the year, though: all
of my learning is being put to the
test as I attempt to finish what I' ve
started here at Colby.
Part of the 'slow, fogginess of my
mind , which I often attribute jokingly to my old age, is that I simply
can 't shake the feeling that I'm being replaced , or already have been
rep laced. This mindset is setting me
up for failure. I have yet to make
any tangible progress on my senior
project, and, in point of fact , I only
just figured out what I' m doing it
on. I'm behind in all my classes,
with almost no desire to catch up.
Things seem bleak , and if I get another e-mail from Erica L. Humphrey, I might have a pulmonary
embolism. I am not an econ major
and her constant assault of financial
marketing job applications simply
reminds me that my education made
me a better person , but that doesn 't
mean that I' m employable.
All of this whining sounds like
I' m not doing anything, floating
around campus in a contemp lative
stupor, lamenting the young ones
sent in to rep lace a flagging war
horse. The sad fact is that I' m feeling lost , but also wicked busy: a
dangerous combination that leads
to this feeling of purposelessness.
My days are filled with projects,
sports , events, meetings, homework , class and Facebook. What is
really standing in the way is myself I know this , but it is so much
easier to outsource my anxiety.
Nonetheless , I am standing in the
way of embracing senior year, be-

cause I know that if I embrace it , it
will end quicker. If I resist , and lord
knows I' m resisting, then it will be
harder, more painful, and therefore
longer. I want to feel the slog in my
final months at Colby the same way
that Jody in the movie The Yearling
gets really mad at his best friend,
a deer , right before he has to kill
him: because I love Colby.
My experience at Colby is like
being in a relationship with a set
end date. Sure , I' ve had my difficulties with Colby, we 've had a few
rough patches (sophomore year),
but like my coach always says,
relationships require work , and
lately I' ve been thinking about all
the work I have done at Colby, all
that I know that I' ve accomplished ,
so that I don 't have to think about

The sad fact is that
I'm feeling lost, but
also wicked busy: a
dangerous
combination that
leads to this feeling
of purposelessness.

all the work I have left to do. Apparently this strategy is not a good
one, but I don 't see it changing in
the near future. As I struggle to stay
afloat , to keep my head above water , trying not to suffocate in this,
the miasma of my own inner, existential quandaries, I will remember
what my advisor, Cyrus Shahan ,
once told me to do: "Stop worrying,
lay down and listen to some Nas. "

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

Do you think you're ready for the debate?

Let s cut the shit, mends T hrow
out everything you thought you knew
about American politics- Throw out
everything you knew about its component ideas of "America" and "politics." And throw out some of the stuff
you know about geometry, just for
good measure. What 's that, reader?
You think this election is all tied up
in a pretty red bow? You think that we

With all due respect,
I think that you
have, in your
abyssal capacity for
ignorance, forgotten
one small detail.
can just call the results right now and
no one has to bother showing up to
the ballot box? With all due respect ,
I think that you have, in your abyssal capacity for ignorance, forgotten
one small detail. I'll try to refresh
your memory. Packed auditorium.
Bright lights. Both candidates, standing mere feet from each other, barely
able to refrain from pushing over the

¦

podiums and clawing each other 's controls the watermelon controls
eyes out. Moderator Jim Lehrer, just the floor. Some critics have prowearing the hell out of a suit. Ring tested that the candidates will be too
any bells? No? Frankly, I don 't know sweaty and out-of-breath to make effective arguments to the American
why I waste my time with you.
Just kidding. I waste my time public. Lehrer has repeatedly stated
with you because I love democracy. that this will not be the case , and no
And I love America. And I will fight one was really sure how to proceed
any person who says otherwise.
after that.
I'm talking about the debates.
I e-mailed both candidates the
The showdown. The big leagues. A other day to see how they were preregular Texas-style boot-measuring paring for the debate. Barack sent
contest. This is the single most im- this back: "preparing? I think it 's
portant part of the campaign pro- going to work out just fine , Micess. Too many elections have been chael. I' m not too worried about
won in the debates for me to even this. Axelrod's given me a list of
list (or research). John F. Kennedy
10 filthy words and p hrases , and he
vs. Richard Nixon. Ronald Reagan says if I say them all he 's going to
vs. Walter Mondale. Daniel Quayle
vs. Daniel Quayle. George H. W.
Bush vs. Bill Clinton vs. that diminutive talking teakettle. Clearly
there 's no telling what will happen
in these debates.
Now, I am going to tell you what
will happen in these debates. First ,
who are our bold competitors? On
one hand , we have my close personal friend Barack Obama, 6' 1, benches 225 , all-around good fellow. On
the other, we have scrappy underdog
Mitt Rbmney, a man who 's running
out of time and options and has one
last chance to wow America (at each
of the debates , so three last chances
if you really want to get down to the
nitty-gritty details).
So what can you expect to see on
Wednesday night? The debate takes
place at the University of Denver in
Colorado, and will be divided into
six fifteen-minute segments on various topics. The segments will start
with two minutes of structured time
for each candidate to answer the
question.
To
deter- buy the rounds all night when we go
mine
who to Applebee 's for the debrief. Honwill
speak estl y I might just walk out there and
for the next read the list , in order, before Lehrer
11 minutes even asks a single question. That
of each seg- would be priceless."
ment , modFive minutes after I sent the eerator
Jim mail , I got a call from Romney. He
Lehrer will didn 't have my number. He talked
remove
a for about 40 minutes before I got a
grease-cov- word in, just talking about how exered water- cited he was for the debate , and for
melon from the election, and how he couldn 't
je neath his wait to move into the White House.
lesk
and By the time he got to talking about
-oil it out how he was going to buy a puppy
anto
the for his grandkids to play with , I was
stage. The bawling my eyes out. I ended up
t o r m u 1 a muttering "good luck , buddy, we 're
is
simple: all pulling for you , you 're going
w h i c h e v e r to do great ," and then hanging up.
candidate
Poor guy.

To determine who
will speak for the
next 11 minutes of
each segment,
moderator Jim
Lehrer will remove a
grease-covered
watermelon from
beneath his desk
and roll it out onto
the stage.

¦
¦

12 Step Meeting
Wednesdays@ Noon
RoseChapel
All Welcome
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In recent years, concussions in the
NFL have been a hot topic among those
who follow American football. In an effort to protect against concussion causing hits , the NFL has cracked down on
helmet-to-helmet contact. Fines and
suspensions are constantly doled out to
those who choose to engage in dangerous hits on the field.
While referees imposing stricter regulations on how people play the game
may be an important
factor in protecting
these men, the NFL
has ultimately failed
in its duty thus far.
The age we live in
sees constant change
in technology to
improve our livelihoods and make us
all more successful
~
"
and happy human
beings. Due to advancements in how
football helmets are constructed, newer
models are being developed and rated
as some of the safest eveT. However,
you may be surprised to find out that
with all these new helmets being put
on the market and proven safer to use
than older ones, there is still a major
hesitancy among players to transition
to these helmets.
An example of a new helmet that is
receiving top review in terms of safety
is the Revolution Speed. It was "the
only helmet that earned five stars, the
top rating," according to a Virginia
Tech study. While the sensible person
would believe that the NFL would at
least recommend players to use this
safer helmet, "The NFL has neither

H
mandated nor officially recommended,,
the helmet models that have tested as
the top performers in protecting against
collisions," according to a New York.'
Times story covering the issue.
While some forms of a player 's
equipment should be based on their
choice , the NFL would be protecting
their players by enforcing a rule about
which helmets to wear. A surprising
statistic is that "Nearly 40 percent of
NFL players last season wore a helmet
model [Riddell VSR-4] that got the
second-lowest rating for reducing the
risk of concussions in a study by Virginia Tech researchers," according to
the same study. The
fact that players
aren 't picking the
safer helmets is evidence that the NFL
should be mandating
which helmets players must wear.
While prevention
of helmet-to-helmet
contact is imperative in minimizing
concussions, the development of tech' "
nology is the next
best way to protect
our players from JJ\e
most serious of head related trauma.
The NFL can fine and suspend as many
players as they want, because in reality,
an opposing player 's safety is not the —
top priority for an NFL player. Players
need to be prepared for illegal hits to
the head; the best way to defend against
this is to sport safer helmets.
A legitimate way to better protect
players from concussions and other
potentially life-altering head injuries
is to mandate the helmets that are used
by the players. Until the NFL does
this , they 're failing as an organization
and we will continue to see the same
number of concussions leading to longterm brain issues and premature death
in retired p layers.

Players need to be
prepared for illegal
hits to the head;
the best way to
defend against
this is to sport
safer helmets.

IWhat do you
feel strongly
about?
The Echo is looking for
Opinions writers.
Whether you want to write
about politics, the economy
or life on the Hill, we
welcome your voice.
Contact Michael Langley at
mlangley@colby.edu if interested.
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Tickets for Central Maine Oktoberfest
Augusta Armory
2-6 p.m. on Saturday, October 6th
Tickets are $25 at Jokas or $30 at the door.
35 Beers from 8 different countries.
For more information, go to
www.CentralMaineBrews.com
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Mojgani brings power and prose to the Hill
By, JU1J ANN A HAUBNER
A&E EDITOR
At any given time in Pulver Pavilion,
words are spoken. On Sept. 26, however,
the spoken word was elevated to new
meaning and beauty with the Theater and
Dance Department and Pugh Community
Board (PCB)'s cosponsorship of a performance by literary rock star and acclaimed
poet Anis Mojgani.
Mojgani holds an MFA in Performance Art and in 2005 and 2006 won
back-to-back National Poetry Slam champion titles.
He was featured on HBO*s
popular Def Poetry Slam in
2007—and has been many
times since.
That same year, he took
home the top prize at the
International World Cup
Poetry Slam in France. He
is the author of Over the
Anvil We Stretch (2008)
and The Feather Room
(2011), which was nominated for the National

tive directions for the summer, but the
group kept in contact and continued to
make progress with their plans. "[We] did
some pretty extensive research on Anis,"
Murry said. "We watched videos of his
performances, read his printed work,
and looked up tour schedules. The Board
unanimously voted on bringing him."
As always, the PCB mission was in the
back of the Board members' heads, but
Murry explained that Mojgani's content,
background and personality was perfect
for what the group aims to bring to campus. "PCB is always looking to dispel the
common misconception that multicultural programming means
pedantic, straight-forward lectures on race,
gender, sexuality and
the like. Instead, we
want to represent multiculturalism through
diversity in style, art
form and message.
We liked Anis because
his was a performance
in which intellectual
and social life overlapped," she said. "We
really wanted to have
a spoken word performance to kick off the
year, and Anis presented a much different
style than we usually have here at Colby."
Different, indeed. When Mojgani took
the stage last Wednesday night after being introduced by Murry and PCB member Daniel Kissinger '14, audience members were treated to a performance unlike
any other. Candid, personable, passionate
and unbelievably talented, Mojgani explored a range of emotions and experiences, both personal and cultural, in an
interesting and complex way. Changing
voices, tones, speeds and gestures, Mojgani created an entertaining and thoughtprovoking atmosphere and transformed
Pulver from student center to poetry caffi.
As the performance progressed, Mojgani's skill, interactions with the audience and jokes between recitations drew

[In 2007,
Mojgani] took
home the top
prize at the
International
World Cup
Poetry Slam
in France.
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The process of bringing Mojgani to
the Hill began last semester when new
and old members of PCB came together
to share and present ideas about possible
events for the 2012-13 year. "PCB functions on a proposal-based model [where]
we each submit up to five event proposals
every five-week cycle," PCB chair Alex
Murry *13 explained. "This can include
ideas for PC Coffees , exhibits, collaborations, concerts, performances, lectures
or whatever our Board members think
would be good additions to the calendar.
Anis was among this summer's proposals. Several of our memberswere already
familiar with him and after a little asking
around, it became clear that he was actually quite well known in the community.'*
Soon after , the semester ended and
the Board members went their respec-

a crowd that eventually stretched from
the couches in Pulver surrounding the
makeshift stage across the center of the
Pavilion into the Spa. The length of his
pieces ranged from four to seven minutes and w ere impeccably delivered,
with barely any need to reference his
printouts or pause to remember a word.
With subjects ranging from childhood
realizations, to meeting his wife, to reflecting on the hard times, the audience
truly gained an understanding not only
of Mojgani himself but of the power of
human recollection and interpretation.
Mojgani also talked about National
Poetry Month , which takes place in April
and serves as a time where poets of all
levels and backgrounds commit to writing once every day. Mojgani described

format, and I think that going forward we
will try to repeat it as much as possible.
Having so many people in one place, at
one time, connected through culture—it
is really what PCB is all about."
For Juliette Chan '14, the highlight of
the night was "Shake the Dust." "It is so
simple," she said, "yet very empowering
and inspirational. He repeats the words,
'shake the dust,' which I think is a motto
we should all follow, to not let things
bring us down, make change and keep
going with our lives."
As with his entire performance, Mojgani let his goodbye speak for itself,
through "Shake the Dust "' : "So grab this
world by its clothespins," he said, smiling, "and shake it out again...This is
yours. Make my words worth it."

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

y acclaimedspoken word artistperformedto a large crowd in Putver Pavilion
AnisMojgani, a NationalBook Award nominee and internationall
this week. He has beenfeaturedmany times on HBO's Def Poetry Jam and haswon back-to-back. National Poetry Slamchampionship titles.'

A "Step9 towardthefutureof art
Students combine
science and art in
new exhibit

Colby Students and Parents
Show this ad or your Colby ID
for a FREE COOKIE
when you buy a bowl of soup.
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Oct 6-7, 2012

By CARU JAFF

Meet the KKM So up Czar

NEWS STAFF

On Sept 27, 2012, computer science
students Margaux LeBlanc '15, Grovenia
Peiryman '15 and Jinghui Yu '15 introduced Colby to "Step into Art: An Interactive Art Display that Combines Floor Sensors, an Xbox Kinect, Visual Effects, and
You." Many membersof the College community, including prospective students and
faculty members, attended the event in the
Museum of Art
The installation, although debuted in
the fall, has been a long-term project for
LeBlanc, Perryman and Yu. For the first
two weeks of the summer, the three students researched different interactive art
projects while assessing possible ideas
and brainstorming.
With the help of computer science professor and department chair Bruce Maxwell, the group came up with the idea for
"Step Into Art" and brought it to life.
LeBlanc said, "Eventually we decided
what we really wanted to create was something physically and visually interactive that people
of all ages could have fun
with and that would bring
spontaneous joy to those
who came across it."
The result of this time
and effort was an interactive display that, with the
help of the Kinect, tracks
and manipulates one's
silhouette by using floor
sensors that trigger different effects. These effects
include simulated fire,
bouncing particles and
colorful p ixilation.
The exhibit opening
featured a presentation of
the project, as well as a
talk, which consisted of
each student explaining
which aspect of the project she created and
the steps it took to achieve their goals. At
the end of the discussion, audience mem-

it as "a way to rejuice yourself and get
creative and get out of the confines of
your head and not think about poetry too
much by simply doing it and sharing it
with folks."
After concluding his performance with
two pieces titled "Sock Hop," a reflection
of a difficult time in his life, and "Shake
the Dust," inspired by a childhood crush
on Tina Turner, Mojgani was given a
standing ovation, marking the success of
the event. Students mulled around for a
few moments afterward, buying copies of
Mojgani's books, shaking his hand and
speaking amongst themselves about how
inspired they had become in only an hour.
"We were all very pleased with the
performance," Murry said. "This is the
second time we used the Pulver stage
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The student-imaginedand created "Step intoArt " exhibitpremieredthis week in the Museum.
berswere allowed to come up and experiment and play with the display.
LeBlanc spent her summer working
on the technology that would be used to
recognize and track the silhouette and
pressure points once placed in front of a
camera. Because she had
to test out many different
technologies and strategies for this task, most
of LeBlanc 's process involved trial and error.
The final solution that
the team came up with
was that the Kinect captures the depth of the silhouette using a custom
server that turns the depth
image into a larger series
of images. This way, the
video that the audience
sees is in fact a series of
pictures of the silhouette.
These images then feed
into the Isadora patch,
a graphic programming
software. In order to
make the images move
more smoothly, LeBlanc used an actor in
Isadora to make the final product.
Meanwhile, Yu and Perryman spent

[A museumgoer] can
step in front
of the Kinect
and...light
themselves
on fire , play
with bouncy
balls or have
pixels fill up
the body.

their time focusing on programming the
effects and connecting these effects to
the floor sensors. Yu mostly focused on
the programming aspect, while Perryman
worked with Yu to sync the effects to the
floor sensorsand create an overall setup for
the display.
By using Isadora and the Kinect, one
can step in front of the Kinect, and after
their presence is detected, light themselves
on fire, play with bouncy balls or have pixels fill up the body.
"It was an amazing way to spend my
summer," LeBlanc said. "I learned more
than I would have in a class....I learned four
different programminglanguages. I learned
what it was like to work with a team on a
large project and more."
After playing with the device herself, a
prospectiveColby student said, "That was
a really interesting talk and the display is
very well done." LeBlanc, Perryman and
Yu kept the audience entertained and involved at all times during their presentation
and explained their step-by-step process in
a very detailed manner.
"Step into Art" is now on display in the
Museum of Art. Students are encouraged to
take the time to see the exhibit and observe,
interact with and enjoy the connection between science and art.

LOOPER
1:20 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 7:05 p.m., 9:35 p.m.
WON'T BACK DOWN
9:20 p.m.
PITCH PERFECT
1:10 p.m.. 3:50 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 9:25 p.m.
TROUBLE WITH THE CURVE
1:05 p.m., 3:45 p.m., 6:45 p.m.
HOUSE AT THE END OF THE STREET
1:25 p.m., 4:05 p.m., 7:15 p.m., 9:45 p.m.
END OF WATCH
1:15 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 6:55 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA
1:30 p.m., 7:00 p.m.
HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 3D
4:15 p.m., 9:15 p.m.
FRANKENWEENIE
1:45 p.m., 7:10 p.m.
FRANKENWEENIE 3D
4:20 p.m., 9:10 p.m.
TAKEN 2
1:35 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 9:30 p.m.

|

Camdengoes Hollywood
Filmmakers and
f ans gather f or
local event

as stated on the CIFF website.
Last weekend, nearl y 5,000
moviegoers traveled
to
the
Maine town, an assemblage
that boosted the local economy
in addition to celebrating film.
The festival involves not only
film screenings, but also questionBy SARAH BARRESE
and-answer sessions, spontaneLOCAL NEWS EDITOR
ous musical performances and patron-sponsored social gatherings.
On a rainy weekend ideal for
Most of the movie screenings were
moviegoers, Camden, Maine, host- held at the Opera House and Bayed the eighth annual Camden In- view Street Cinema in Camden as
ternational Film Festival (CIFF), well as Strand Theatre and the Farnattracting viewers and critics from sworth Art Museum in Rockland.
across the country. The scenic
"Our commitment is to supcoastal town aired 63 documen- port work that otherwise might get
tary films of vary ing length and lost in the shuffle," CIFF creator
topic between Sept.
Ben Fowlie said in a
27 and Sept. 30.
September article in
According to the
Dispatch Magazine.
festival website, the The festival
"When we started
CIFF is "recognized
this festival, there
involves
not
as one of the top 25
seemed to be a refilm festivals in the
surgence of younger
only film
world for documentapeople getting into
ry films and filmmak- screenings,
making documentary
ers....[It] highlights
films. There are a lot
but
also
work that shows dedof people experimentication to craft and
ing with form and
question-and- what
a unique and artistic
documentary is,
approach to telling answer sessions, where does it live. We
a darn good story."
were able to align ourWhile the festival spontaneous
selves with a younger
is one of many to take
generation of filmmusical
makers, and thankplace in New England, its creator no- performances
fully they like our
ticed that "there was
vibe and have been
no event dedicated and...sponsored really
supportive."
solely to highlighting
One of the festisocial
the work of nonficval's most popular
tion artists...and the gatherings [for
films, Cecily Pingree
explosion of emergand Jason Mann 's
audience
ing voices committed
Betting the Farm,
to the craft of nonstudies the story of
members].
fiction storytelling."
Maine dairy farmers
In the festival's
who, after losing their
first year, 22 filmjobs with the national
makers from around the world milk company, united to begin their
traveled to Camden to showcase own - competing milk company.
their work , including the critiThe documentary follows the
cally acclaimed Albert Maysles. three farmers and their famiSince 2005 , the CIFF has lies through a stressful , emo"screened hundreds of award- tionally wrought , but ultimately
winning films and hosted film- exhilarating
business
launch.
makers from all over the world ,"
Another buzzed about fea-

ture film was Jason Tibbet and
Elizabeth Mims * Only the Young,
which tells the coming-of-age
tale of teenage friends living in a
small desert town and experiencing the changes associated with
progressing relationships. A poignant 68-minute film , Only the
Young is relatable and nostalgic
with quirk y, appealing characters.
Angad Singh Bhalla 's Herman 's House follows the friendshi p and partnership of a young,
socially conscious artist living
in New York City and a Louisiana native who has been in solitary confinement for 40 years.
The two band together through
their phone calls and letters not
only to plan and build Herman's
dream home, but also to expose
perceived injustices of the United States ' prison system and the
practice of solitary confinement.
"I thought the movie was
very touching, and I had never really thought about prison standards in that li ght before," Claire Cannon ' 13 said.
For her, the most interesting parts
of the film were the interviews
with prison architects , who put significant thought into the psyche of
those who inhabit their cell designs.
went to
Herman 's House
great lengths to "reflect the
mindset
of
somebody
who
has been in solitary confinement for so long," Cannon said.
Other films featured in the festival ranged in topic from the
re-imagining of history to foreign lifestyles and life in the arts.
Even with films consistently
running throughout the weekend , the lines outside movie venues in Camden never seemed to
shrink. Locals and visitors united
to celebrate the art of documentary filmmaking and the valuable
stories of inspirational people
that overwhelmed CIFF this year.
According to the CIFF website,
the organizers "like films that
blur the line between fact and fiction, films that inspire and inform
and most importantly, entertain."

I'Graduate' remains a hit
2

COURTESYOF SARAH BARRESE

The Camden International Film Festival, now in itsf if thyear, is presented over 50f ilms.

COURTESY OF SARAH BARRESE

Festival-goersweretreatedto newf ilms,Q&4 sessionsand plannedsocial events with directors

instructed never to have any contact.
experiment with life.
As a birthday present , the Brad- Stuck between mother and daughter,
By DAVID DINICOLA
dock's buy their son a scuba suit and Benjamin 's peaceful frolic comes to
NEWS STAFF
put him on display for their friends an end, and in some of Hollywood's
and family. Once again, Benjamin is most infamous scenes, he is forced
"One word: plastics." This is one treated more like a spectacle than a into a frenzy of impulse and instinct.
One cannot ignore the fact that The
of the many lines that has made Mike human being. In one eerie series of
Nichols's 1967 film, The Graduate , shots, Ben 's parents push him under- Graduate was a blockbuster in its own
the cultural icon that it is today. Ini- water and force him down when he time , as well as one of the most lucratially listed by the American Film In- tries to come up, and we leave him in tive films in history, grossing just unstitute as the seventh best movie of the a wide-out, gasping for air during his der S105 million.
past 100 years, the film that made a only peaceful and solitary moment.
A film 's relevance is circular , if not
star out of Dustin Hoffman was also
Ben finally decides to call Mrs. a complete roller coaster, depending
selected in 1996 by the National Film Robinson and the two elope at the lo- on the cultural climate of the given
Registry to be preserved as a result of cal Taft Hotel; Benjamin 's naivety is era. Given the importance placed
its cultural significance.
juxtaposed perfectly with Robinson 's upon planning for the future and tryWhen a film reaches a certain age, shrewish elegance. This whole act be- ing to deal appropriately with the
I believe we should honor and respect comes habit and remains uninterrupted stress this unseen entity provides . The
them for their influence, while simul- until Mr. and Mrs. Braddock , William Graduate has just as much relevance
taneously analyzing its lasting value Daniels and Elizabeth Wilson , respec- (and possibl y more) than it did in '67.
as an artistic piece. Clearly, in the tively, decide it is time for Ben to stop The depth of these characters , as well
modern-day world of short attention reflecting on his future and apply to as many of the philosophical arguspans and exploding anthropomorphic graduate school. Along the way, he is ments presented by individuals with
robots , more artistically-driven narra- set up on a date and falls head-over- similar anxieties and pressures as our
tives seem to fall short to the commer- heels in-Iove with Elaine Robinson own . The Graduate is a must-watch
cial value of the almighty blockbuster. {(Catherine Ross), with whom he was for anybody in our generation.
After graduating from an unnamed
university on the East Coast, Benjamin Braddock (Hoffman) returns to
his Southern California home. At his
graduation party, Ben is confronted by
his parents ' friends who bombard him
with that uncomfortable question nobody between the ages of 18 and 22
ever wants to hear: What are you going to do about your future?
During the party, Mrs. Robinson , a
sophisticated cougar played by Anne
Bancroft , asks him to bring her home.
When they arrive, Mrs. Robinson begins to try to seduce Benjamin , but
he gets away just in time for her husband's entrance. This almost surreal
scene takes place in their daughter
Elaine 's room as Nelson cuts between
Benjamin 's stammering and flashes of
Bancroft's body. The mix of seduction
and vilification that occurs is artistic
in its irony, as Mrs. Robinson instructs
Ben to call her if he ever needs "anything." Ben is shaken by the experience, but when the oblivious Mr. Robinson (Murray Hamilton), Benjamin 's
father 's business partner , offers him a
drink , the two discuss his future. BeFILMREFERENCE COM
fore leaving, both Robinsons instruct
hit, inspiringa song by Simon andGarfunkel.
Ben to use this in-between period to The Graduatewasreleasedin 1967andhasremaineda

OFF THE HILL A&E NEWS
Pulitzer Prize winning author (and 2011 PCB
S.H.O.U.T. Keynote Speaker) Junot Diaz is one of two
novelists to be awarded a 2012 MacArthur Genius
Grant. According to the foundation, the recipients are
phoned out of the blue (there is no application or public nomination process for this award) and are given
$500,000, no strings attached, to continue their work or
try something new.
J.K. Rowling's new, non-magical book, The Casual
Vacancy, was finally published by Little, Brown, an
imprint of Hachette Book Group. According to Galleycat.com, the novel's release set a record for the biggest
"started reading" day on Goodreads, the online social
networking and reading community; 40,000 people
have marked it as "to-read" on their profile.
Forbes released its list of Hollywood's highest paid
women, and Oprah Winfrey takes the top spot with
$168 million earned between May 2011 and May 2012.
Britney Spears was behind her with $58 million and
Taylor Swift took third place with $57 million; at 22,
she's the youngest woman on the list.
Dave Grohl, creator, lead singer and guitarist of Foo
Fighters, announced that the band is going on hiatus
from performing or recording together. Grohl released
another statement, according to MTV, reassuring fans
that the group "is definitel y not breaking up, just taking
a break."
Hotel Transylvania debuted at the weekend box office
in the #1 spot, bringing in $43 million and setting a
record for the best September movie release,
according to The Washington Post.
Jay-Z christened the newly-opened Barclay 's Center in
Brooklyn, New York with the first of eight live shows last
Friday night.
Sept. 30 to Oct. 6 marks the 30th annual Banned Books
Week. Check out www.bannedbooksweek.org to learn
more!

W. Soccer tops Husson , then falls to Trinity
Winning streak
halted in home
matchup on Sat.

By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

Riding the momentum of
two consecutive wins over the
University of Maine-Farmington and Tufts University, the
Colby women 's soccer team
traveled to Boucher Field to

take on Husson University
last Wednesday.
Despite a dominating performance by the entire Mules
squad , it took sop homore
Maddie Tight 's heroics to cap
a 1-0 victory. The sophomore
overmidfielder 's double
time goal in the 108th minute gave Colby the dramatic
win , bringing back memories
of when Tight recorded the
lone tally in last year 's 1-0
victory against Husson. After
the game . Tight was encouraged by how well the entire

The Mules * app lied constant
pressure throughout the game,
firing 33 shots (18 on goal)
on Husson 's goalkeeper Jessica Poulin *15. Seven different Mules directed a shot on
goal in a full team effort, led
by forward Annie Papadellis
*14 who added five. Colby 's
defense thwarted Husson 's offensive attack all game long,
allowing zero shots en route
to an easy clean sheet for
goalkeeper Jayde Bennett '13.
The win extended-Colby 's
winning streak to three and

"We had 33
team played.
shots and any one of us could
have scored during the 110
minutes ," she said. "Our team
was on our toes , attacking the
whole game, and we hope to
go out like that the rest of the
season. We deserved to win
against Husson , and although
we never want to cut it that
close again , Colby women 's
soccer is ready to prove ourselves. This is our year," she
said. Defender Emma Marjollet '16 assisted on the gamewinning goal.

pushed their record to five
wins and one loss on the season. After the non-conference
victory over Husson , Colby
returned home to host the
Trinity Bantams at Loebs
Field in a New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) affair.
In miserable weather. Trinity halted the Mules ' three game
winning streak on the strength
of first-year Abbey Lake 's hat
trick. The Bantams struck first
in the waning moments of the
opening half when Lake 's un-
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Midf ielder Alex Yorke f i ghts f o r a 50/50 ball near midfield during the team 's matchup with Trinity. Trinity managed to halt what had been an impressive Mule winning streak.

assisted strike in the 45th minute to beat a diving Bennett.
Trinity 's lead was shortlived , however, as the Mules
responded quickly at the start
of the second half. Alex Yorke
'14 fed the ball into the box
for Papadellis to finish , evening the tilt at the 52nd minute mark.
The tie score would not last
long, though , as Lake once
again put Trinity on top; this
strike came just six minutes
later, and it was assisted by
Arleigha Cooke '16. The pair
would hook up once more in
the 70th minute to complete
Lake 's hat trick and provide
the Bantams with an insurance goal. The two-goal deficit proved insurmountable for
the Mules as the clock wound
down, as Colby fell in a 3-1 final score.
The defeat dropped Colby 's record to 5-2 overall
and 2-2 in the NESCAC. The
Mules continue their season
next weekend with two home
games against conference
foes. They challenge rival
Bowdoin College (6-1 overall , 3-1 in the NESCAC) this
coming Saturday morning followed by Wesleyan University
(2-4-1 overall , 1-4 in the NESCAC) on Sunday.
Last season, the Mules came
to a scoreless tie against Bowdoin. Later in the season, Colby dropped their match against
Wesleyan 4-2. With two-victories next weekend the Mules
can match their win total from
a season ago, a season in which
Colby finished 7-7-1 (3-6-1 in
conference) before falling to
Middlebury College in the NESCAC playoffs.

W.Cross Countrytake sevenof top 10 spots
Both teams retain
their crown in
home event
By PETER CRONKITE
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, Colby
hosted its annual Cross Country Invitational. Both the
men 's and women 's teams represented Colby in the tournament , their first and only home
event of the year. No visiting
college could topple the defending champ ions and hosts ,
as the men 's and women 's
teams ran through the dreary
weather and each finished
first overall. Every year, the
tournament acts as something
of a showcase of the depth of
Colby 's running talent , as the

College 's top runners are rest- colleges ran in the women 's weekend off to many of their
ed against competition that is race , with the addition of the top runners , in a move that
traditionall y ueaker than that University of Southern Maine. allowed young and upcomof their NESCAC challengers.
On the women 's side , Col- . ing talent to shine. First-year
and non-Top 16 runners were
by 's cross counThe Colby Invitry runners made given a chance to shine for
tational
brings
the school in their most recent
up
seven
of
the
together
eight
top 10 finish- victory. The final score had
nearby competers , led by Anna Colby total 20 to finish well
ing schools, inDoyle '15 and ahead of second place Husson ,
cluding Colby.
Hallie Jester '16 , which finished with 59 points.
Opponents
for
in fourth and
In the men's race, the Top 16
the seven-team
fifth place re- were also given the day to rest.
men 's competi"My
Mules ran really well. We
spectively.
Only
tion ran from
Husson
Col- really showed how deep our team
two
campuses
lege was able to is. Though we did not run our
of the Univermuster a runner top runners, almost everyone had
sity of Mainefaster than any course bests," Tom Letourneau
Farmington and
of Colby 's; Ale- *13 said. Colby 's team score was
as
-Augusta,
cia
Palmer held overpowering as they finished
well as nearby
Thomas College, Nick D'Agostino '15 onto a lead over well ahead of Maine Maritime
Doyle and Jester Academy. Letourneau was the
Unity College,
with a finishing top overall regular racer, with
and Husson University. The final competitor time of 20:33.23. Following a time of 29:52.22. The men 's
was Maine Maritime Academy, a middle of the pack finish cross country racers nearly swept
who finished second. The same last week , the women gave the the top five , as Letourneau was

followed by Nick D'Agostino
*15, Seth Gilbane|'15 and Nolan
Dumont MS, in fourth through
sixth place. Unity 's Taylor Noble and University of MaineFarmington's Jackson Fortin
disrupted Colby 's dominance of
the top seven. It was the depth of
running talent that made the result such an important one for the
Mules. "All the guys worked really well together," D'Agostino
said. "The conditions were pretty
tough, but we ran as a team and
it led to some great results. It was
a good day for the Mules." These
conditions didn 't stop the Mules
from finishing with a score of 21
while second place Maine Maritime could only muster a score
of 66..
The somewhat irregular
stars of the event came in both
the women 's and men 's brackets. Colby 's nordic ski team
entered runners into each of

"The conditions
were tough ,
but we ran as a
team and it lef
to some great
results. It was
a good day for
the Mules."

the races , dominating both of
them. On the women's side*
Olga Golovkina '13 ran for a
first place finish in 20 minutes,
22.24 seconds. For the men,
Jeff Tucker '16 completed with
the quickest time in the five
mile race, a finish of 29:39.86.
It is not a regular occurrence
throughout the season for the
nordic skiers to run alongside
their more naturally grounded
classmates, but the skiers have
made annual appearances at
least at the home invitational.
Next week, the Mules will
travel down to Westfield, Mass.
for the Westfield Invitational.
The tournament, aside from
providing more regular competition than that fielded in Saturday 's home meet, will serve
as an important warm up for the
Maine State Championships,
which are already onl y one
week away.

FOOTBALL OPENS STRONG, FALTERS LATE IN LOSS.
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WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

Running back Spencer Gopaul '13 blocks a Middlebury defender in front of quarterback Justin Ciero '16.
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M Soccer tops USM, then loses

Mules pour on
the off ense again,
scoring seven
By TIM BADMINGTON
SPORTS EDITOR

When it rains, it pours - the
cliche came true last week
for the men 's soccer team, as
they finally tallied their first
goals of the season, relentless
on offense en route to a 7-0
victory. The Mules attacked
then decided that they would
not stop there. Colby continued their recent roll of dominance against non-conference
opponents by making a statement against the University of
Southern Maine (USM), 7-1.
The
game,
which
took
place in Portland , Maine on
Wednesday afternoon , didn 't
always
look
like it was going to be easy.
In the 14th minute, sophomore
forward Mazen
Aljari notched
the game's first
goal — a 10yard shot that
left very little
~
time for Colby 's

Midfielder and
captain Andrew
Meisel '13 took
the kick; defender Jonathan
Sommer * 14 had
come up to help
the offense finish any chances
that were created. Sommer was
able to drive
home a header,
equalizing the
game for Colby
in the 19th minute of play.
Matt
Ayers
MS , a midfielder,
gave
the Mules their
ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO
first lead with Colby junior Chris Pratt looks to distribute the ball during a rainy home game last week.
just
seconds
ready productive day, scoring net a goal in regulation time.
to go before the close of the just 40 seconds after Pratt had Funkhouser was excellent
first half. Ayers ' classmate made the score 3-1. Pratt then between the pipes, recording
Keith
Chernin assisted sophomore forward a season-high seven saves in
' I S assisted him Charlie Dupee on his team- the game.
on a goal that leading third goal of the seaTrinity 's Christian Carrascame from not son to increase the lead to four quillo broke the scoring deadmuch
further in the 71st minute.
lock with just eight minutes to
out than had AlAbout 10 minutes later, vet- go in the second overtime pejari's goal for eran forward Nick Aubin '13 riod , putting a shot by Funkthe other side.
provided first-year midfielder houser in the 102nd minute.
Colby
main- Gray Louis with an assist for
No one else would be able to
tained a lead go- Louis ' first collegiate goal. capitalize on scoring chances,
ing into the half, Not two minutes later, the two as Trinity held on for the 1-0
but the team was switched roles as Louis was overtime win. The win moved
not satisfied with able to assist Aubin for the the Bantams to 3-1-2 in New
a small, one-goal game 's final goal.
England Small College Athcushion.
Early
Funkhouser finished with letic Conference (NESCAC)
in the second one save in 72 minutes of p lay play, while the Mules fell to
half, the Mules as the Mules moved to 2-2-2 0-2-2 in the conference.
"
stepped on the overall on the season.
Colby only has one game
gas offensively.
Saturday 's game, a home this week, as they take on
The outpour of goals began tilt against the Trinity College crosstown rival Thomas Colin the 63rd minute, as forward Bantams, brought to life the lege in a night game on SatChris Pratt '14 finished Colby's scoring woes that plagued the urday at Thomas. The men
second goal in the air on the day, team early on in the season. hope to improve their scorheading in a cross from mid- The defense continued to hold ing consistency after netting
fielder Andrew Woonton ' 15.
strong as they have all season , a combined 14 goals in two
The midfielder Chernin however, as the Bantams, like consecutive games but failing
then added a goal to his al- the Mules , did not manage to to score otherwise.

Colbycontinued
their recent
dominance
against nonconference
opponents by
making a
statement
against USM.

Cody Funkhouser 'IS to make the save.
The surprise goal did not put
Colby on their heels, however.
Fourteen minutes after the
first Southern Maine goal, the
Mules began to create danger,
drawing a direct free kick in
the attacking third of the field.

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Maddie Tight '15
SPORT:

Women's soccer

|j /

^
~^~ ^^ *
POSITION:
Minute in which Tight
Midfielder
scored the winner
HOMETOWN:
San Rafael, Calif.
WHY: In a closely contested match against
Husson University, Tight proved to be the
difference as she netted the game's first
goal in overtime. The goal, which came off
an assist from Emma Marjollet '16, was
Tight's third of the season, and it sealed
Colby's fourth road win of the season.
BY THE NUMBERS
9,856: Distance, in miles, from the University
of Southern Maine to the respective hometowns of Jonathan Sommer '14 and USM's
Mazen Aljari '15. They hail from Germany
and Saudia Arabia , respectively.
0: Goals allowed by the men's soccer team
in regular time in four NESCAC matchups.
They are 0-2-2 in those games , allowing just
two goals in overtime.
2.2: Yards per rushing attempt allowed by
Colby 's football team against Middlebury.

ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHO

Midfielder Andrew Woonton looks to turn the ball upfield. He and the rest of the defense were stout throughout regulation, holding Trinity scoreless.
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Football drops home opener Field Hockey
has 2-1 week

Mules play a
close game until
the second half
By THOMAS ATTAL
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

As they try to build a culture of consistent play in this
rebuilding season , the Colby
football team was unable to
take its home opener against
Middlebury College. Despite a
solid first half , the Mules ultimately fell to the Panthers 4213 one week after dropp ing its
season opener to Williams College on the road.
The Mules were, however,
able to jump-start the offense
enough to earn an early lead.
First-year quarterback Justin
Ciero '16 hit Jason Buco '15
for a 14-yard touchdown barely
four minutes into the game. The
touchdown put Colby up by a

score of seven to zero. When
Middlebury drove up the field in
an attempt to tie it up. Derrick
Beasley ' 13 made a huge play to
force a rumble at the goal line.
Middlebury recovered the football , however, and scored on the
next play to even the score. Ciero then threw his second touchdown of the day when he found
Kyle Roth for 15 yards. A fumbled snap caused the extra point
to be missed and kept the score
at 13-7 in Colby 's favor. Both
offenses stalled until the turning
point of the game occurred just
before tbe half.
With just under a minute
remaining in the second quarter, Ryan Ruiz ' 16 recovered a
fumble forced by Henry Nelson '15 to give the Mules the
ball inside the Middlebury 20yard line. When David Bendit
'13 attempted a field goal a
few plays later, Matt Crimmins blocked the kick and
watched teammate Joel Blockowicz pick up the ball and run

it SO yards for a touchdown.
The play made the difference
between a 16-7 lead and 14-13
deficit at the half for Colby.
In the second half, the
Mules were unable to recover
from the blow and stop the
Middlebury passing game.
For the second consecutive
game, Panthers ' quarterback
McCallum Foote tossed five
touchdowns, including four
after the break , to lead Middlebury to a comfortable win.
Colby had halted the running
attack early on , but Foote
threw a total of 56 passes to
follow up winning the New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Offensive Player of the Week
to open the season. The bulk
of the damage was done in the
third quarter when Middlebury scored three touchdowns
to put the game out of reach.
Despite the loss, Colby certainl y had positive aspects
of the game to focus on. The

defense was able to limit the
Middlebury running game to
just 47 yards on 22 carries,
forcing the Panthers to focus
on the passing offense.
On the other side of the
ball , the Colby running game
was very effective. Spencer
Gopaul '13 gained 78 yards on
his 18 carries to complement
Justin Ciero 's 28 rush yards.
Ciero was also the sole passer
for the Mules and completed
12 of his 27 pass attempts for
100 yards and a pair of scores.
Finally, Buco finished the day
with a pair of interceptions to
add to his three tackles.
Now, the Mules stay at home
to host Wesleyan College on
Saturday, Oct. 6. Colby will
attempt to gain their first win
of the season, in addition to
avenging a dramatic 28-21
loss to the Cardinals last season. Wesleyan opened its season with two consecutive wins
against NESCAC opponents
r,j
Tufts and Hamilton.
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The Colby offensive line works to hold strong against the Middlebury defensive front. Despite a strong first half, the Mules fell to 0-2.

Golf doesn't qualify fortourney
Team won 't play
in end-of -year
tournament
By ADELE PRIESTLY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Mules made the
trip down to Amherst , Mass
this weekend to play in the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Qualifiers at the Hickory Ridge Golf Course. Going
into the tournament with hi gh
hopes , the team 's seventh
p lace overall was not high
enough to qualify them for the
spring tournament. The twoday competition was plagued
with bad weather , and special
rules had to be instated to deal
with the soggy course. Players who couldn 't find their
plugged balls got to take a free
drop. "This is what happens
when you play the conference
championships in a swamp,"
said Craig Marshall '15.
Though the team did not
qualify with a combined score ,
they did have an impressive
individual result to celebrate.
Taggie Martin '13 scored a

78 on the first day to finish in
15th , and tied for 11th on the
second day. Martin will most
likely qualify for first or second team AU-NESCAC.
Pete Gabranski '13 wasn 't
far behind him in 24th place
and Tripp Huber '13 was 36th.
Marshall played in the number
three spot and shot 81 and 88
to end up in 43rd , and Steve
Carroll '14 finished in 47th.

Overall the team score at the
end of the two days was 645,
53 strokes behind Trinity College, who took gold at the
tournament. Williams College
was second p lace , followed by
Hamilton College and Middlebury College. These top four
teams will be invited on to play
in the spring NESCAC tournament. Tufts College , Bates College and Wesleyan University

all finished behind Colby.
The men 's golf team has
two more matches before the
end of the season , the ColbyBates-Bowdoin (CBB) Tournament and the Sid-Farr Tournament. Colby will have home
course advantage for the latter. "We just want to finish the
season strong, bounce back
for the CBB , and end on a
good note ," Carroll said.

Two big wins
bookend a hard
loss to Trinity
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRHER

The Colby College . field
hockey team was busy this
week, playing three games, all
at home. The week began for
the Mules in a contest against
local rival Thomas College on
Oct. 26.
Team captain Lucy Gerrity
'13 got the scoring started for
the Mules early on an assist
from sophomore
Kellie
Walsh
less than five
minutes
into
play. First-year
Misha
Strage
picked up the
scoring load after that and netted the first two
goals of her collegiate career on
assists from Erin
Maguire '15 and
Caitlin Murray
'14, coming at
19:42 and 20:42,
respecitvely, in
the first half.
Strage 's second
goal came on a
penalty corner.
About seven
minutes
later
Maguire added
a goal of her
own with an assist from Megan
Fortier '16 to
push the Mules '
lead to 4-0. Lauren Zion '13
scored to add to the romp
and stake the Mules to a 5-0
lead by the half. The second
half would be no different for
Thomas as Colby pushed the
gas closer to the floor, scoring
three more times from secondyears Caitlin Guiney and Kaitlyn O'Connell , and junior Erika Johnson. When the lights

went out that night , the Mules
had won 8-0 and were heading
toward a meeting with 17th
ranked Trinity on Saturday.
The visitors came out strong
in the Mules ' second game of
the week, as Trinity dominated
the first half with a 13-0 shot
advantage to take a 2-0 lead on
the scoreboard. The Mules answered though, as Caitlin Murray put the team on her back.
She scored twice on assists
from Fortier and Ellie Donohue. The game was tied at two
until only 1:36 left in regulation
when Trinity got a clutch steal
and score to sneak away with
a 3-2 win in Waterville. There
would be no time to mourn a
missed opportunity for Colby
though, as Husson University
rode down 1-95
on Sunday to
play the Mules in
their third game
of the week.
Colby took
out any anger
they were feeling from a hard
game the previous day in a 7-1
rout against the
visitors to improve to 4-0 in
non-conference
play.
Maguire
scored
three
times to lead all
scorers, but Fortier netted two
of her own to
remain the leading scorer on the
season for the
season. Zion and
Guiney also tallied for the Mules in the final
game of the weekend.
The Mules conclude their nonconference schedule undefeated
but have still failed to notch a win
in the New England Small College Athletic Conference. Colby
continues its schedule next weekend with a pair of home games
against Bowdoin College and
Wesleyan University.

The second
half would be
no different for
Thomas as
Colby pushed
the gas closer
to the floor,
scoring three
more times
from secondyears Caitlin
Guiney and
Erika Johnson,
and sophomore Kaitlyn
O'Connell.

Colby
On Degk

THIS WEEK'S FEATUREDGAMES
WOMEN'S SOCCER VS.
BOWDOIN
SATURDAY AT 1
1A.M.

VOLLEYBALL VS.
BOWDOIN

FRIDAY AT 7 P.M.

HELD HOCKEY VS. BOWDOIN
SATURDAY AT 1
1A.M.
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Despite some impressive individual performances, the golf team did not manage to qualify f o r NESCACs.
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